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The best way to get the most out of connected units. 
Performance, contractual and operational information 
are continuously available* and can be easily integrat-
ed into building management systems to improve 
processes, maximize uptime, and support facility 
managers in their day-to-day tasks. 

By integrating elevator, access, security and robot sys-
tems, we can turn personal transit from a rather cum-
bersome process into a seamless one. Comprehensive 
platform integration enables a range of possibilities to 
make moving about a building more intuitive, safe 
and enjoyable. 

Elevators are becoming communication platforms and 
integration through Schindler CoLab makes a higher 
degree of personalization possible. Tenants can set 
their preferences via app to enjoy their desired 
content on in-car media screens – loaded and ready 
before the doors even open. 
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Schindler CoLab is an, open, secure 
and modular building integration 
toolbox that allows our customers to 
seamlessly integrate Schindler’s 
pioneering digital services portfolio 
into their overall building management 
and user experience by offering wide-
ranging Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs) and tools. Seamless 
building transit with elevator calls from 
your building app. Real-time elevator 
and escalator operations information. 
Infotainment content on Schindler 
Digital Media screens - such as 
building service information or 
promotions. 
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Schindler CoLab building 
integration toolbox
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A managed all-in-one service platform
Schindler CoLab is a secure and modular building integration toolbox, covering on-site (edge) and cloud application 
programming Interfaces, as well as software development kits, hardware integrations and a developer portal. With 
our managed service platform, you are never left alone; our experts offer extensive support. We enable futureproof 
expansion and ensure a long-term successful collaboration with our customers.

On-site (edge) via a local 
installation with a direct 
information flow to a third-
party system (e.g. building 
management systems, access 
systems or mobile apps).

Cloud via a connection to the internet 
which will allow more advanced data 
services (e.g. service history) and better 
scalability options (e.g. high number of 
users). 

Benefits
 – Future-proof interfaces, based on common design 
best practices

 – Latest cyber security technologies that comply with 
your own security guidelines 

 – Enhanced flexibility for integration into third-party 
systems and cloud services

 – Continuous integration and innovation support 
from our experts
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Third-party applications
Our solution interfaces with a vast range of applications. 
Access management in an office building. Custom 
entertainment content in a hotel lobby. Real-time status 
reports of your elevators with one click. Together with our 
partners, we make it hassle-free to integrate into your 
system. Limitless mobility. 

Innovation
Schindler CoLab works with the latest digital
innovations – including all Schindler Ahead and 
Schindler PORT solutions. Well-established services 
such as the Schindler Ahead ActionBoard or myPORT 
also work via Schindler CoLab.
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This publication is for general informational purposes only and we 
reserve the right at any time to alter the product design and specifi-
cations. No statement contained in this publication shall be construed 
as a warranty or condition, expressed or implied, as to any product, 
its fitness for any particular purpose, merchantability, quality or shall 
be interpreted as a term or condition of any agreement regarding the 
products or services contained in this publication. Minor differences 
between printed and actual colors may exist.
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Schindler is a dependable partner on the journey to digitalization. 
With a growing ecosystem of apps and solutions, elevators and 
escalators can bring greater convenience and comfort to 
passengers, make mobility more efficient and reliable, and add 
more value to the buildings they are in.

Digital solutions from one partner
Smart urban mobility for elevators and 
escalators with data-driven services


